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Introduction

Since the first edition of this book there have been developments in the process
of clinical supervision with the onset of the health care standards set out by
the Department of Health (2006). This document requires every NHS trust to
meet these standards for their governance objectives in relation to leadership
and clinical supervision. Although having some kind of process of clinical
supervision in place in a trust is important, we see its real value as lying, not
only in the objectives of the organisation, but also for the patient/client and
individual practitioner. A fully functioning clinical supervision process clearly
demonstrates a trust’s commitment to improving the quality of its services by
supporting all its staff. Such a process also sends a powerful message to service
users. That there is a formal process in place where staff can explore new and
better ways of providing the best quality of care for them.

In this book we have revisited the reasons why clinical supervision was
first suggested as an important process and identified areas where we feel there
has been a positive move towards its implementation. The book identifies how
individuals and groups can positively engage in such a process and how this
in turn contributes to their efforts to be life-long learners. We link clinical
supervision with the knowledge and skills dimensions as set in the Department
of Health’s document (2004) and individual’s development plans/portfolios.

In this edition we build on the first book and review where we are now in
relation to the implementation of support networks for all professionals. We
also identify why some parts of the process of clinical supervision have not
lived up to their early promise and raise some new possibilities for both an
appropriate conception of clinical supervision and its implementation.

Sue Lillyman
Tony Ghaye

Department of Health (2004) The NHS Knowledge and Skills Framework and
the Development Review Process. London, HMSO
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